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Our Plan Worked! 
We are in the Tetons … in an RV! 

It is hard to believe that it was two years ago, in fulfilling our dream of staying in a 
cabin in the Tetons, that experience would lead us to where we are today — in a campground 
in the Tetons! Many of you already know that we have been coming to this park for almost 
thirty years. Each visit seemed too short — even a month long visit. The real estate market in 
this area is far too hot for our purse, so we decided that the only way we could continue to 
come for extended stays would be to camp. Dave investigated top names in RV brands as 
well as highest rated RV dealers, and discovered that Airstream sat in that magic crossroads. 
Months of YouTube videos, lurking on Facebook, and days of tromping through trailers of all 
types, led us to Canada one fateful day to meet our thirty-foot Classic Airstream trailer. We did 
a few practice runs, including camping in the driveway and the lifeboat of brother Pete T’s 
camping resort; no trip longer than six days. And now, here we are, a month-and-a-half into a 

five month trip, set up under towering Lodgepole Pines in the 
Colter Bay campground on Jackson Lake in Teton National Park. 
(And we think we have the hot shower issue figured out.) WooHoo! 

It has been exciting since we came across the Continental Divide! 
The last time we were there, in November, even the four-wheel 
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drive truck was sliding in the snow. This trip, blue skies and dry pavement rolled out before 
us, ushering us to the park. The fist glimpse of the mountain peaks in the distance just never 
gets old! We had been told by park staff that check-in was 4pm. Given the early checkout at 
Longhorn, we had several hours to kill. So we pulled into the Cunningham Cabin turnout, 
opened the windows and had lunch. All of a sudden our phones beeped with an alert — there 
was a fire in Jackson and three residential areas had to evacuate “now,” while another place 

was alerted they could be next. We could see smoke rising over the hill behind us. The WiFi 
connectivity was distressingly limited — alerts or basic text would work, but using the internet 
to look at the EMS system didn’t work — so we were having a hard time working out exactly 
what was going on. In the end, the wildfire was on a hill at the edge of town. Started by mylar 
balloons drifting into a transformer and raining melted plastic onto the dry grass on a windy 
day. Buildings were threatened, but saved, and no one was hurt. Aside from an Amber Alert, I 
think this was the first time an Emergency Alert that I had not signed up for, was pushed to my 
phone. Kinda cool. We also appreciate the simple “Ready, Set, GO!” language of their alert 
system.  

Finally we are able to checkin at the campground. It is a snug fit, but Dave gets us in. 
Full hook ups, and a one minute walk to the row of conveniences such as the store, laundry, 
and the camps’s hot spot. The Ranger station is another minute on. The place is a madhouse! 
You’d think it was a holiday weekend or something. It was hard to reconcile all the activity with 
the desolate place that it was ten months ago. Passing the activities office we see that the 
rangers are having a little class on photographing the night sky and the Milky Way. One night 
past a new moon, and the possibility that the current solar storm may send the aurora 
borealis far enough south for us to see it has us excited to walk down to the beach at 9pm. 
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I am super excited to see red light 
street lamps and walkway markers as we 
walk to the beach. It turns out that Colter 
Bay is one of two places in the country 
where the colored lights are part of an 
experiment, being conducted by a western 
university. White lights are disrupting insect 
populations as well as the populations of 
birds that feed on them. This is a special red, 
lacking any blue light on the visible 
spectrum. I have always wondered why 
street lights, porch lights, etc. were not red, 
like the lights the military uses in say tanks & 
MRAPs, and in CIC on ships — they protect 
people’s night vision. We use red lights in 
the dark room all the time. Anyway, I can see 
a lot easier, without squinting in the sections 
where the red lights are on. I’d vote an 
emphatic Yes! 

A couple of dozen folks are on the 
beach with their cameras and tripods. The 
‘learn-how’ part never really materializes. I 
guess the ranger (who we never see, no pun intended) is overwhelmed and swamped. But 
Dave set up and with some trial and error gets a few nice shots of the Milky Way. We are 
going to have to try this more often!! Next time, with red headlamps! 

Monday morning we decide to hop in the truck and drive around the park. We timed 
our trip here to try and catch the aspens at their yellow best, especially at edge of Oxbow 
Bend, one of our favorite photography locations. We are hoping to see signs of the leaves 
changing and scope out the places we want to come back to photograph over the next two 
weeks. The ground cover plants such as grouse berry, wild strawberry, and something that 
looks like wild blueberry are turning red, gold, and copper. The moose’s favorite willow are an 
earthier yellow than spring forsythia. Bitterroot and sage bushes remain green and gray still. A 
few cottonwoods and aspen have the odd branch that has turned early, but they are rare 
today. Still, it means there is hope!  
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Noon finds us at the southern end of the park, so we stop for lunch at our favorite stop 
in Moose, Dornan’s. OMG. It is overrun. Cars are parked along the entrance road. The lines at 
the pizza place and the chuckwagon burger tent are football-stadium beer line long. Instead, 

we follow our tradition of getting a sandwich from the deli, and walk down to the river to eat 
in the shade and quiet. It is 91º today. We watch folks rafting down the river — and have our 
picture taken by the passengers as they float by. Who knew we would be an attraction! 

After lunch we return northward, taking the inner park loop road this time, just to see 
what we can see. The Jenny Lake visitor center, the jumping off point for many hikes, is also 
overrun with cars over flowing the parking area. 
We pass Signal Mountain, much of it closed right 
now because visitors were found feeding bears 
which was making them aggressive towards 
other people. At Jackson Lake, the dam is open 
for the first time that we have ever seen it, and 
we pull into the boat launch area below the dam 
to look for critters, but it is jammed too.  

On a whim we decide to drive the area 
north of Colter Bay. Well, the crowds are gone. 
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There are no tour-book recommendations up here, so the traffic is a trickle of park workers 
and RVers heading for camp. The understory of the forest is much richer in color, with reds 
spreading from bright maraschino cherry and Delicious apple reds to the deeper burgundy 
of bing cherries and almost purple reds of a luscious Malbec wine. Grasses are their typical 
late summer tan. Shrubs and willows glow fire yellow, backlit by the now late afternoon sun. 
There are some hold out species clutching their functioning chlorophyl with a determination 
to make summer last. Much to the park’s ire, an invasive thistle is proudly casting feather light 
seeds adrift from the royal purple crowns of its blooms along the roadside. The Berry fire 
raged through this area in 2016, and much 
of the vertical forest remains gray and black 
spikes above the carpet of motley colors. 
The new trees stand about as tall as the 
brush. It has an unexpected beauty and we 
are glad we drove almost to the gates of 
Yellowstone to see it.  
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We did not anticipate our quick tour to see what-is-what would turn into an all day 
adventure! But it is like making the holiday rounds visiting old friends, if even for just a quick 
chat and a promise to see them again soon. After dinner we attend two different ranger 
presentations. The first one, in the outdoor amphitheater uses animal skulls as props to talk 
about the predator and prey animals of the park, what are the impacts to them, and what are 
their impacts on us. Nicely done. At nine pm Ranger Allyson talks about the birds of the park. 
She is leading a birding hike tomorrow at nine and we’ll be ready! 

At nine the next morning about a dozen folks meet 
at the flag pole and we hike to nearby Swan Lake. Man! This 
is my kind of hike!! Mostly flat. Three miles in three and a 
half hours. Lots of stops for pictures. A few birds are 
variations on birds we have at home, such as the Mountain 
Chickadee, Gray Jay, and a Junko. We see a pair of Sandhill 
Cranes on the far side of the lake with binoculars, and even 
loan our binoculars to show some other hikers passing by 
where the birds are. We keep a look out for a Great Gray Owl which has been spotted in the 
area — but a horseback riding tour goes up our trail in front of us, so we’ll never know if we 
might have spotted it or not. Owls are the great ‘easter egg’ in the game of wildlife hunting 
here — hard to see and rare to find. We see a mother cormorant with several chicks paddling 

around the water lilies. A great Blue Heron is stalking the 
shores edge on the far side. One of the other hikers spies a 
duck that our bird loving Ranger doesn’t recognize. There is 
much consultation with books at the waters edge while the 
rest of us hang out on a conveniently fallen tree. Turns out 
the bird is  a Ruddy Duck, and is not known for being on this 
piece of water before. 

After the hike (Dave would not call it a hike) and lunch, we realize that we do not have 
spare camera batteries. The only place we can get them is in town. Tomorrow is my long 
awaited and much anticipated Christmas present — a photo safari with a local photographer. 
If we are going to be out shooting for a whole day, an extra battery makes sense. And, we can 
time the drive to see exactly how long it will take to get there.  

It turns out it is a solid hour from Colter Bay to downtown Jackson! That means we 
have to set our alarm clocks (for the first time since Ohio) at, get this, 4:15 in the morning! 
What a gift!! Hahaha. 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Merry Teton Christmas!! 
Mr. Mike Jackson runs the Best of the Tetons photography website and tours. Last 

year, during our stay in Grand Teton, Dave and I were deciding where to photograph for the 
day, and I was trying to remember the name of a particular cabin we had visited before, so I 
could find it again on a map. After racking my brain unsuccessfully, I decided to see what 
Google could tell me, because of course, Google Knows All. It is known as the Shane cabin 
for its link to the movie — and the information was on Mike’s web site. Which I started reading. 
He posts daily photos of his forays into the wilds, and often mentions where he took his 
photos. So I started using them to decide where to go look for animals ourselves — and it 
worked out great. And so that is how we came to discover Mike, and Dave signed me up for a 
great gift! You can see Mike’s photos from our day out at the following link. I am not sure if I 
will show you mine yet. The exposures are all over the place — I am but a grasshopper! 

https://www.bestofthetetons.com/2019/09/01/september-2019-daily-journal-for-
gtnp-jh/   Scroll down to September 4th. 

The moose are hiding in the river this morning (Mike/Safari vendors are forbidden 
from bringing tour groups there) so we drive out to the Moulton Barns to see if there are 
pronghorn or bison out there. Nothing for now, but Mike decides the barn is useful for a 
tutorial on why being farther away from something can make it look bigger. Please don’t ask 

me to describe the lesson — that is 
why it is a photography lesson! 
Anyway, a small bison herd comes out 
of the cottonwoods and crosses down 
the road from us. We can see where 

they are heading. Mike knows there is a road in that 
direction and so off we go. We just beat the bison to 
the parking spot and start taking pictures. Two young 
bulls arm wrestle with their horns. Later in the day, 
when Mike is showing us some of his favorite photo 
locations we find another herd that over the years we 
seldom see near the main road. We drive back to see 
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them, past a place he has seen badgers, although none come out today. We get out of the 
truck, and walk around the field taking photos of bison. Yes, we did keep a safe distance, but 
we didn’t limit our photos to just what we could get from the road. And we learned more 
about anticipating animal movements to get shots ready. Very cool. And there were dozens of 
western bluebirds flitting around — but far too fast for a photo, darn it! 

We visit Schwabacher Landing to look for 
critters and look over good places to 
photograph the mountains from. There are four 
ducks paddling around. They swim towards the 
beaver dam and mention that I am curious 
what they will do next. Mike says they may turn 
around and take off — which is what they did 
and Dave was the one to get it on film! Farther 
down stream I see some lumps moving and ask 

if anyone can tell what it is. First 
guess was ducks. Wrong. It is a 
momma raccoon and two 
young trying to cross the stony 
section of the river. She doesn’t 
let us get close, so all of our 
photos are cropped sections of 
larger photos. I’ve never seen 
raccoons out in the noon day 
sun — maybe they were there 
for a cool swim lesson. 

We started the day at 
37º and finished at 86º. By the 
time we get back to camp, it is 
almost 6pm and we are 
bushed! What an amazing day. 
I learned to shoot in RAW 
format, which is currently a 
blessing and a curse: it creates 
larger files, but having more 
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data in the file means you can 
tease out the details in 
highlights and shadows. (as 
opposed to jpg) It also means 
you have to learn software to 
process the RAW image into 
something you can show other 
people! But once I get better at 
operating the camera, and 
processing the files, (hopefully) 
my sunrise and sunset pictures will look a lot truer to the color we actually see. That is one 
desired outcome for the day. My battery lasted, but I filled half of a 64 gigabyte disk with 
1000 files — about 500 photos all day. That is going to be interesting to learn how to edit that 
many images! All in all it was a great day and we had a very good time in Mike’s company and 
learning new things. And for the first time ever, got a photo of bison In Front of the 
Mountains! Yippee! An awesome gift!! 

The only downside, after the one hour drive back to camp, is that we discover we 
forgot Dave’s backpack in Mike’s truck. Mike is going to be hunting moose at Gros Ventre 
tomorrow morning at 6:30, and so we will meet him there. Ack! Another early alarm! At least it 
is just 5:00 am this time.  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“There are no bison in the Tetons.” 
Thursday morning the alarm goes off — and Dave realizes that he has a business call to 

make. He needs to stay where he has WiFi coverage. So I head off without him, and head to 
the campground at Gros Ventre. There are some interesting clouds over the range this 
morning. The rising sun is just catching the leading edge of the clouds and for a moment I 
rethink the plan for the morning — should I park for the sunrise, or go to the meeting spot? I 
go, and I am glad I did. Just as the sky brightens enough to see where you are walking — I can 
see eight or so moose. And dozens of other people with cameras can see them too. Some are 

folks like Mike, professionals with long lens cameras mounted on tripods. Others are 
campers, tumbled out of bed with their cell phones to see what the fuss was about. The 
moose this morning are in a grove at the edge of camp. Five bulls and some cows. Four bulls 
have already stripped the velvet from their 
antlers. The fifth, and largest bull is a 
bloody mess. Still working the itchy velvet 
off by scraping his antlers in handy bushes 
and tree branches, the covering dangles in 
bloody strips around his face.  

For an hour I try to master my 
budding new skills of shooting not in 
automatic mode, but in full manual on the 
camera. Dave and I have never seen the 
moose like this in all the years we’ve come 
to the park — active! Normally we catch 
them snoozing next to the river in the 
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evening, hunkered down in the sage in the middle of 
the day, or standing in one spot eating everything in 
reach. Today, they are eating like they are sampling a 
twelve-table buffet breakfast at the Hotel Del (in 
Coronado CA). They are scratching itches, snorting, 
play wrestling, and sniffing uninterested girls in the 
early stages of the rut. They are spread out on the hill 
and then clump into amorphous groups. It is like 
watching a lava lamp of moose bodies. I am swinging 

my camera to try and catch the action, and learn later when I review the shots, that the 
radically different light levels behind the different groups made it a less than ideal choice. But 
it is fun, and a lesson learned! I am also closer to them than ever before which is a fascinating 
experience — thanks to Mike’s wisdom yesterday. I see him at the edge of the ring of 
photographers and we nod.  

Eventually the moose decide it is time to move on and they fan out across the 
campground. Lots of folks tramp right on through too, but I wouldn’t want strangers walking 
through my campsite at 6:30 in the morning, so I wouldn’t do it to them. I lost the moose, and 
Mike. Eventually we did meet up and I got the pack back. Another lesson — follow the guys 
with the long lenses — I could have two more hours photographing on the river. Now it is 
9:30. Time to get back to camp and Dave.  

Fun and novel, I am driving, I am by myself, and I have a camera on the seat next to 
me. And I see the big herd of ranch ponies down by the fence — not a half mile away from the 
road. So of course, I pull over!! My first shot looks nearly white, completely blown out from 
the settings trying to photograph dark moose. My second shot looks black. I went a little 
overboard with the correction. Third shot is starting to look better. I take dozens of photos 
and one or two will be keepers. While there, I met a woman who is visiting the park for the 
first time. Her eyes popped out of her head when I said I’d been coming for close to 30 years. 
She wanted to know if the horses were wild. I said no, but I had never been lucky enough to 
see them close to the road before. Then she asked did I ever see bison in the Tetons. She saw 
what she thought were cows — because someone told her that bison don’t live in the Tetons, 
only in Yellowstone. I assured her that yes bison are here in the Park, and she might want to 
reconsider any other words of wisdom that person had told her. We had a good laugh. (And 
an Airstream rolled southbound as we chatted roadside.) 
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I don’t have any more emergency photography stops on the way home. We have 
lunch and then decide to take advantage of one of the last ‘warm’ days we’ll see here and 
rent a kayak to go sightseeing from water level. Almost immediately we have to execute a 
“man overboard” drill. The GoPro camera has jumped into the lake. Thank goodness the 
floating handle works as advertised! Our paddling style leaves a lot to be desired — we can 
not maintain a straight line if we are paid to. Let’s just call it zig-zag sight seeing. The water is 
so clear, we can see the stony bottom along the shore, even the tiny, darting fish living in the 
shallows. We get lucky and see a few Merganser ducks paddling around with us. I would 
swear the same blue dragonfly buzzed around us the entire journey out to Half Moon Bay and 

back. It hovers so close to my face I can almost 
believe it is Tinkerbell trying to warn me about 
something important. I am too dense to get the 
message, and not fast enough with the camera! 
Most exciting though is seeing an Osprey perch 
in the top of an old snag. I have only my pocket 
instant camera, but it has the best zoom of any 
camera we own — we can even see it’s eye mask 
coloring. Then, time for dinner and offloading 
photos. I set a new record today — 800+ photos in 
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about three hours (1 hour moose, half hour horses, and 1.5 in kayak). Sorting is going to be a 
beast! And maybe it is a good thing I did not follow the moose to the river — my memory card 
is already full! Thank goodness I have an external drive I can clear them to. This shooting raw 
does change the way I have been used to operating.  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It’s Raining, It’s Pouring … 
Transition Day — that is what Dave calls the weather shifts from one pattern to another. 

We are leaving the abnormally high day temperatures and moving into the more normal, 
cooler, and rainier days. A good day to sleep late, study maps, and make plans as we linger 
over coffee.  

My ankle told me yesterday that three days of action was enough for now (less 
swollen, still purple, occasionally cranky). Dave on the other hand, reviews the high resolution 
weather models and despite the big green and yellow blobs forecast for our corner of 
Wyoming, decides a little rain won’t stop his hike to Taggart Lake. I am sitting at the dinette 
with a hot cup of tea and listening to the steady patter of raindrops. Blessing my bum ankle.  

It sounds like Dave has a fine time and upon his return we celebrate with hot 
chocolate. Snow just might visit the high peaks tonight as the storm rolls through. Feeling 
lazy, we wander over to the restaurant in Colter Bay at 7:30. There is a twenty minute wait. No 
one else wants to cook in the cold and rain either — cabin, RV, or tent! A family from Centre 
Hall (near State College) is also in line, and we get updates on last week’s football game, and 
share tips for visiting Yellowstone and the Black Hills — the next two stops on their trip before 
home. 

With the storm moving 
east, we had thoughts 
Friday night of getting up 
early to see sunrise 
somewhere — the clouds 
could prove interesting. 
The enthusiasm died 
under a pile of warm 
blankets. Six-thirty was 
plenty early for me, and 
we were out the door by 
7:30 to get Dave to the 
trailhead at Jenny Lake 
for his 13.3 round trip 

mile hike up Cascade Canyon — almost to Lake Solitude. I took the truck to Oxbow Bend. The 
mountains are hidden behind fog banks and low clouds for the most part. With binoculars I 
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see two American White Pelicans and most amazing 
of all, five Great Blue Herons roosting in adjacent 
trees. Too much for the mighty zoom on my little 
camera. Folks pulled up in their cars to ask what 
animals I was watching. I point out the birds of 
course, and they rolled their windows back up and 
gunned it down the road.  

Eventually I drive to Jackson to pick up a new 
camera lens. I circle the usual parking lot four times, 
no mean feat in this truck! It seems hopeless, so I 
turn out into town to see if I can find a side street to 
park on. Wholly Smokes! The town square is packed 
with people and dining flys. Today is Old Bill’s Fun 
Run for Charities. Their web site says one in three 
Jackson residents participate in some way, but 
looking at the crowd, I’d make that two out of three! 
[https://www.cfjacksonhole.org/old-bills/] I drive to 
the edge of town and find a spot I fit.  

The camera shop says the lens I am shopping for 
will not work with my camera. But they do have 
something close, that will fit. I am excited to find 
some wildlife to try the lens on, but first, I check out 
some of the sights in the town square. (I should 

have done it before shopping!!)  

There are farmer market food stalls selling artisan cheeses, barrel aged maple syrup, 
fresh fruits and veggies, jams & jellies, fruit pies, fermented foods, etc. All booths are well 
attended with clients. One stall in particular has a long line — waiting for fancy melted cheese 
sandwiches. Most of the booths are informational, representing the charities and other worthy 
organizations supporting the town and state. Even the Nature Conservancy has a table. There 
is a master of ceremonies, conducting events from the balcony of a saloon, kids running 
everywhere, and dogs on leashes having a blast in the tangle of legs. Mounted patrols pose 
for photographs. In a back area there are kids activities set up. The climbing tower is covered 
in girls, pony tails flying as they scuttle up the post like bugs up a lamp post. Oh, and watch 
how quickly they rappel! Very impressive! Most fun to watch is the cuddly bronco bull for the 
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kids to ride. Parents coach from the side that 
the kids have to keep one arm up — just like in 
the real rodeo. Some kids clearly want to ride 
while others are just making Mom and Dad 
happy. All over town, old friends are running 
into each other — judging by the number of 
happy hugs I see and the shear volume of the 
event. The camera store clerk told me it is the 
busiest day of the year for Jackson. Wow.  

I return to Oxbow Bend to try out the 
camera. The zoom is pretty good — but the 
heron and the pelicans are long gone. I wait in 
hopes something will wing in and land to make things interesting. No beaver, muskrats, or 
otters come to play. No coyote fishes from the banks. The only thing moving here are the 
tourists. And I am getting hot! I go to my favorite living room — the lobby of the Jackson Lake 
Lodge and flop in a deep chair in front of the two story windows and expect to catch up on 
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email and Facebook on their WiFi. Immediately a text arrives, Dave has finished the hike and 
is on the boat across Jenny Lake.  

We thought we’d go grocery shopping after his hike, but Dave’s exhausted and town 
is a circus, so we’ll go to our favorite pizza place. It is a Leek Marina, just a mile or so north of 
Colter Bay. We share a delicious Mardi Gras pizza. Good timing too — they close for the 
season tomorrow! Our waitress Holly from San Francisco tells us about her adventures 
working at the parks in Wyoming. Loves the Freedom she says. After dinner, I work on 
processing more RAW photos to share and finish this letter home. One more week here and 
then we hitch up for Yellowstone! I hope I see more moose first. ;-) 
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